Abstract. We present evidence that the fast-ion diffusion coefficient changes across the TFTR plasma column. Two MHD quiescent discharges are analysed: a high power D-T plasma heated with 21 MW of deuterium and tritium beams, and an ohmic plasma into which a 10 MW, 20 ms deuterium beam pulse was injected. The localized charge-exchange measurements in the ohmic plasma, and the neutron flux measurements in the D-T plasma are compared with predictions from the 1 1 2 D transport simulation code TRANSP. We have modified the code to allow modelling with arbitrary fast-ion diffusion profiles D f (r). Significant improvement in the agreement between measurement and simulation is obtained with a D f (r) profile that has low values in the inner half of the plasma column (D f < 0.05 m 2 s −1 ) and then rises rapidly towards the plasma periphery. This suggests a common underlying mechanism of enhanced beam ion transport in the two discharges, such as stochastic ripple diffusion.
Introduction
Good confinement of fast ions is essential for fusion energy production in tokamak reactors. The 3.5 MeV alphas from the d(t, n) 4 He nuclear reaction sustain the burning of the thermal deuterium and tritium. Auxiliary RF and/or neutral beam heating is necessary to ignite the plasma and sustain the toroidal current. The enhanced fast-ion transport decreases the efficiency of each of these processes. The localized expulsion of fast ions is of particular concern because it creates hot spots on the machine walls with possibly disastrous consequences.
Fast ions are usually much better confined than the thermal plasma. This is attributed to finite gyro-radii effects and particle drifts [1, 2] . However, the presence of strong MHD activity or large deviations in the magnetic field symmetry can cause substantial fast-ion losses [3] . For example, in DIII-D plasmas with strong Alfvén eigenmodes, up to 70% of the beam ions were lost from the plasma [4] , while in JET, when the field ripple was increased from 1% to 12.5%, the confinement of 1 MeV tritons fell by 30-60% [5] .
The actual fast-ion transport can be diffusive or convective. As a simplification, the transport is often quantified with an effective zero-dimensional diffusion coefficient D f [3] . Justification for such a treatment can be found in the fact that most of the fusion reactions take place near the plasma centre, where the confinement is the best, and where most of the plasma energy and neutron production are concentrated. It is reasonable to assume that the strength of the physical process behind the enhanced transport does not change much in this region. In this approach, the spatial variation of the fast-ion transport is a secondary effect that slightly affects global quantities, such as the total neutron emission, but can substantially influence local quantities, such as the collimated neutron flux or the flux of charge-exchanged fast neutrals. Various methods were used to infer the fast-ion diffusion coefficient D f in tokamak plasmas. They include measurements of triton burn-up [6, 7] , plasma stored energy [8] , flux of charge-exchanged fast-ion neutrals [9] and escaping fusion products [10] . These measurements resulted in an estimate D f ∼ = 0.2 m 2 s −1 , or smaller. Analysis of a set of high power, MHD quiescent D-T plasmas at TFTR set an upper limit D f 0.2 m 2 s −1 [11] . In this paper we present evidence that the fast-ion diffusion coefficient changes across the plasma column. The evidence is based on analysis of spatially localized measurements in two quite different discharges: one is produced by injecting short beam pulses into an ohmic plasma (#49113), the other is a high power D-T plasma heated with 21 MW of deuterium and tritium beams (#73457). Both of these discharges were previously analysed using spatially constant diffusion coefficients D f [12, 13] . It was found that D f = 0 fits the central measurements, but not the off-axis data (r/a = 0.3-0.6). For the off-axis data, D f ∼ 0.1 m 2 s −1 was implied. These observations motivated us to add a spatially variable fast-ion diffusion model to the transport simulation code TRANSP [14, 15] in the outer part of the plasma (r/a 0.5). In section 2 these two discharges are described in more detail. Measurement and simulation are compared in section 3 (for #73457) and section 4 (#49113). A survey of possible physical mechanisms for the transport indicates that stochastic ripple transport is the most likely explanation (section 5).
Discharges #49113 and #73457
The difference in the nature of the two discharges can be seen in figure 1. Shot #49113 is essentially an ohmic plasma into which 10 MW of deuterium beams are injected for ∼20 ms. This 'beam blip' is a tiny perturbation for the thermal plasma: it simply provides a test population of fast particles whose behaviour can be observed on the neutron and charge exchange diagnostics. On the other hand, the two tritium and six deuterium beams in shot #73457 triple the central plasma density, and approximately double the central temperature.
The MHD equilibrium for shot #73457 is shown in figure 2(a), and for shot #49113, in figure 2(b). The locations of the two E B charge-exchange analysers [16] are indicated along with the equilibrium for shot #49113. These mass-resolving charge-exchange neutral particle analysers (CENA) are powerful tools for sampling the distribution of banana-trapped fast ions. Unfortunately, they cannot be used in the presence of strong neutron emission (the CENA were dismantled prior to the D-T operations). Thus, the variation in the radial transport of beam ions in plasmas fuelled with deuterium and tritium beams is inferred from radial measurements of the neutron fluxes. The neutron collimator at TFTR [17] provides data at ten radial positions, but only the fluxes in the central four chords, figure 2(a), are useful for this study.
High power D-T plasma (#73457)
Discharge #73457 (I p = 1.8 MA, R = 2.52 m, a = 0.87 m), with a peak fusion power of 2.5 MW, was thoroughly analysed in [11] . It has good neutron sensitivity to fast-ion diffusion modelling due to the large (∼40%) content of beam-beam neutrons. The numerous TRANSP simulations with spatially constant fast-ion diffusion coefficients included variations of the input data within their corresponding error bars, and variations in the choice of beam deposition and thermal ion transport models. This systematic error analysis confirmed that D f 0.2 m 2 s −1 . We employ an empirical approach in this study. Various trial diffusion profiles are used (figure 3). Our conclusion about the existence of spatially variable fast-ion diffusion in this discharge relies on the neutron flux measurements. The one-sigma uncertainty of these measurements is 12% and its major part can be traced to the uncertainty in the DT generator calibration [18] . The volume integrated neutron emissivity, as obtained from the chordal measurements, agrees to within 7% with the fission detector measurement (figure 4(a),(b), which is within the uncertainty associated with inferring the total emission from a few chordal measurements. This good agreement is a first condition for proceeding towards comparison between measured and simulated neutron fluxes.
Global profile seems to provide fast-ion transport that is too weak: the neutron flux predictions are close to those from the D f = 0 model. The three linear profiles that start rising at ξ = 0.4, 0.5 and 0.6 are motivated by the threshold character of the stochastic ripple diffusion transport (section 5). It turns out that the profile that starts rising at ξ = 0.4 (ξ = 0.6) removes too many (few) fast ions; only the profile that starts rising at ξ = 0.5 predicts neutron fluxes within the measurement error.
Simulations with profiles flattened to a constant value of D f in the outer plasma column ( figure 3(b) ) are used to check the limits on our conclusions about the physical mechanism behind the enhanced fast-ion transport. The ξ 2 profile flattened to 0.2 m 2 s −1 provides transport that is too strong, while the ξ 4 profile flattened to 0.1 m 2 s −1 , provides transport that is too weak. The ξ 3 and ξ 4 profiles flattened to 0.2 m 2 s −1 predict neutron fluxes within the measurement error. Also, we tried a ξ 4 profile that was forced to drop from 0.15 m 2 s −1 , at ξ ≈ 0.6, to zero, for ξ > 0.7 (not shown). The neutron flux predictions indicate that this profile provides transport that is too weak.
The uncertainty in the fast-ion diffusion profiles in the outer plasma column cannot be removed by analysis of the neutron flux data. First, the background noise for channels 1, 2 and 9, 10 is often higher than the measured signal. Second, even if data were available (as for channel 3: R = 208.5 cm, ξ ∼ = 0.6, and channel 8: R = 315.5 cm, ξ ∼ = 0.55), the neutron fluxes in the outer plasma column are not sensitive to D f variations, probably because the removal of beam ions from this region is compensated with the arrival of diffusively transported fast ions from the plasma core.
Deuterium beam pulse into an ohmic plasma (#49113)
Discharge #49113 (I p = 0.79 MA, R = 2.42 m, a = 0.77 m) was part of a series of 'beam-blip' experiments performed in the summer of 1990 [12, 19] . We reanalyse this plasma with several spatially constant and variable fast-ion diffusion profiles, using the same assumption that the thermal electron and ion heat diffusivities are the same, as in the decay rate. The critical test about the superiority of the modelling with the ξ 4 profile comes from the analysis of the charge-exchange data, which is the subject of the following subsection.
Analysis of the charge-exchange data for shot #49113
At the time of this experiment the TFTR neutral beam heating system was delivering ∼48% of the neutrals at E ∼ = 90 keV ('full energy' fraction), ∼28% at E ∼ = 45 keV ('half energy' fraction) and ∼25% at E ∼ = 30 keV ('third energy fraction'). Such a mixture of energies is an inevitable consequence of acceleration of monoatomic, diatomic and triatomic particles in the neutral beam injectors. These neutrals are deposited near the plasma centre, as can be seen from the highly peaked neutron emissivity profiles. The subsequently born The 50 keV signals peak at both chords about 150 ms after the end of the beam pulse, but the reasons for the peaking are quite different. In the plasma centre (chord CX-D) the 90 keV beam ions slow down to 50 keV in ∼150 ms. Halfway across the plasma column (chord CX-F) initially there are many fewer 50 keV ions (the beam deposition is centrally peaked). It takes some kind of a transport process to bring these ions to the radial location of chord CX-F. Assuming that the transport is diffusive in nature, the value of down to 30 keV in ∼50 ms and the signal in chord CX-D starts decaying shortly after the end of the beam pulse. However, the signal in chord CX-F has a constant value for about 120 ms and then decays, the reason being that the full energy beam ions slow down to 30 keV later in time, thus replenishing the lost contribution from the beam ions that slowed down from 45 keV.
We model this plasma with the Fokker-Plank TRANSP option. The Monte Carlo option is not used because noise in the Monte Carlo fast-ion distribution does not allow useful predictions of charge-exchange fast neutral flux. However, both options predict the same total neutron emission.
The D f = constant models show that the central beam ion diffusion is close to zero (figures 9(a) and 10(a)), but the off-axis value is about 0.1-0.2 m 2 s −1 (figures 9(c) and 10(c)). The increased off-axis diffusion brings more high energy beam ions to the location of chord CX-F, resulting in slower decay than the D f = 0 prediction. For D f 0.5 m 2 s −1 , the removal of the beam ions is too strong † and the predicted decay rate is again shorter than the measured one (this is more evident on the 30 keV signal, figure 10(c) ).
The spatially variable D f models provide significant improvement in the agreement between the simulations and the measurement, figures 9(b), (d) and 10(b), (d). Notice that the 0.5 m 2 s −1 ξ model predicts very similar decay rates as the D f = 0.2 m 2 s −1 model, which was already observed for the total neutron decay rates (figure 7). The best fit to the data is achieved with the 1.0 m 2 s −1 ξ 4 fast-ion diffusion profile. The main uncertainty in the TRANSP charge-exchange calculations arises from the unknown neutral deuterium density. There are several sources of deuterium atoms: the halo of neutrals surrounding the beam, the recombination of electrons and ions, the out-gassing of the limiter as it heats up ('cold wall neutrals') and the ions that strike the limiter and re-enter the plasma as neutrals with temperature of approximately the edge T i or T e ('warm wall neutrals'). The density of the first three sources is negligible compared with the density of the 'warm wall neutrals'. Since the edge temperature is not known, it is a user-supplied parameter in TRANSP. Hotter neutrals penetrate the plasma deeper and TRANSP tracks their effect on the plasma profiles self-consistently. We tried edge neutral temperatures of 15 eV and 100 eV. The simulation with warmer wall neutrals predicts several times stronger central charge-exchange signals at both 50 keV and 30 keV. However, the decay rates are not affected. The predictions for chord CX-F differ very little both in peak values and in decay rates. These results confirm that the charge-exchange signals depend primarily on the beam ion density and consequently, that the beam ion transport is responsible for their features.
The neutron fluxes in the four central collimator channels were also measured in this discharge [12] . The TRANSP modelling with D f (ξ ) = 1.0 m 2 s −1 ξ 4 agrees well with these data.
Discussion
Despite the remarkably different plasma conditions, a similar diffusion profile D f = 1.0 m 2 s −1 ξ 4 provides the best fit to the fast-ion data for both discharges #73457 and #49113. This suggests that the transport is governed by the same mechanism in both discharges. Neoclassical transport is too small to explain the observations [20] .
The deleterious effect of low (m, n) MHD modes on fast-ion confinement is well documented experimentally [3] . Discharge #49113 shows no detectable coherent MHD activity on the magnetic diagnostics; discharge #73457 has an edge Alfvén quasi-coherent mode at ∼200 kHz [21] , but no low frequency coherent MHD activity. The sawteeth in discharge #49113 are small [12] ; sawteeth are absent during the beam pulse in discharge #73457. Thus, MHD-induced transport of beam ions is an unlikely explanation for the observations.
Microturbulence can also cause fast-ion transport. The expected transport level depends upon details of the microturbulence, which are not well established experimentally. However, if the fluctuations have lengths and velocities that are comparable to the thermal ion gyroradius and speed, the large orbits and speeds of the beam ions effectively average over the turbulence, reducing the predicted transport to a low level [20] .
The most likely mechanism of fast-ion transport in these two plasmas is stochastic ripple diffusion [20] . Ripple diffusion affects trapped particles at their banana tips, leading to random drift of the particle orbits. The stochastic ripple diffusion operates in the regions where the local toroidal magnetic field ripple strength δ exceeds a threshold value δ s given by [22] :
where is the inverse aspect ratio, N is the number of toroidal field coils (N = 20 for TFTR), ρ is the fast-ion Larmor radius and q and q are the safety factor and its radial derivative. The transport increases rapidly towards the plasma periphery. Experimental evidence for stochastic ripple diffusion and ripple trapping of beam ions at the JT-60U tokamak was provided with infrared cameras [23, 24] and with dedicated experiments using the beam pulse technique [25] . At TFTR, four ZnS(Ag) scintillating detectors located along a poloidal cross section were used in detailed measurements of the escaping 3 MeV protons and 1 MeV tritons from the d(d,p)t fusion reaction [26, 27, 28] . For MHD quiescent discharges these energy, pitch angle and time resolved measurements identified losses in excess of the prompt losses. Analysis of the mid-plane scintillator data confirmed that the transport affected trapped particles only and exhibited a spatially localized threshold [27] . The losses were concentrated just below the mid-plane and were strongly dependent on the plasma current. All these features are signatures of stochastic ripple diffusion.
Ideally, the empirical fast-ion diffusion profiles (figure 3) would be compared with the theoretical ripple diffusion profile †. Since ripple diffusion depends sensitively on fastion energy, pitch angle, and spatial position, a one-dimensional D f that depends only on flux coordinate, such as we have used in our empirical modelling, is not an adequate representation. Thus, we are reduced to simple estimates of the stochastic ripple boundary (equation (1)) and of the magnitude of the expected diffusion. The safety factor q is calculated by the TRANSP code, and the TFTR ripple profile is well known [30] . A deuterium beam ion in discharge #73457, with perpendicular energy W ⊥ = 50 keV, has a threshold at ξ ∼ = 0.55, figure 3 (B T = 5 T). For deuterium ions with W ⊥ in the 40-60 keV range, the threshold spans the ξ ∼ = 0.45-0.65 region. Thus, the region of enhanced spatial diffusion in figure 3 coincides with the expected ripple boundary. The magnitude of the diffusion is also consistent with rough estimates based on 'ripple-plateau' diffusivity [31] . figure 3 ). The agreement between the radial location and absolute magnitude of the increased diffusion, together with the observation that two quite different discharges have similar D f (r) profiles, suggest that ripple diffusion is the probable explanation for the observed fast-ion transport.
Conclusions
We analyse localized charge-exchange measurements from a short deuterium beam pulse into an ohmic plasma, and neutron measurements from a high power, reactor-relevant D-T plasma. Transport simulations with spatially variable fast-ion diffusion coefficients provide much better agreement between simulation and measurement than simulations with spatially constant D f . The diffusion profiles that bring the code predictions within the measurement error suggest that the stochastic ripple diffusion is the probable mechanism for the enhanced fast-ion transport away from the magnetic axis.
In future work, application of this TRANSP analysis technique to a recent set of data [32] that includes systematic variations in plasma position and q profile will further test the hypothesis that ripple diffusion is the dominant transport mechanism. It is also desirable to † A simple ripple model was recently incorporated into TRANSP [29] . It calculates the stochastic ripple threshold δ s at each bounce point in the poloidal (R, z) plane and compares it with the toroidal ripple δ. If δ > aδ s , where a is an adjustable parameter, the fast ion is declared lost. This model does not include any fast-ion diffusion (only loss), therefore it does not simulate the gradual transport of beam ions outwards. predict the profile data utilizing the fast-ion distribution function calculated by Monte Carlo [33] or Fokker-Planck [34] codes that include the effects of stochastic ripple diffusion.
